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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

A. Experts

**Jordan**

**Mr. Jamal Al-Batsh**
Assistant Secretary-General for Plant Wealth
Plant Wealth Section
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Tel.: (+962-6) 5686151 (Ext.: 444 or 408)
Mobile: (+962-79) 9059609
Fax: (+962-6) 5625718
Email: jamal.elbatsch@moa.gov.jo
albatshj@yahoo.com

**Mr. Salah Al-Tarawneh**
Assistant-Secretary-General for Marketing
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-79) 5586235
Email: salah_t@moa.gov.jo

**Mr. Hani Al-Majali**
Manager of Plant Production Directorate
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-79) 9059545
Email: hani_almajali@yahoo.com

**Mr. (Moh’d Khier) Alhyari**
International Cooperation & Trade Agreements
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-79) 5436 439
Email: mhiary@moa.gov.jo

**Mr. Abdel Karim Al-Shihab**
Head
Directorate of Jordan Valley Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-77) 7488730
(+962-79) 9059549

**Mr. Ezzat Al-Ajalin**
Head
Directorate of Capital Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-79) 9772494
Email: izzat@seznam.cz

**Ms. Tamam Alkhawaldah**
Head of Organic Division
Plant Production Directorate
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Tel.: (+962-6) 568 6151
Mobile: (+962-79) 970 5969
Fax: (+962-6) 569 5329
Email: tamamharazne@yahoo.com

**Mr. Ahed Alqdah**
Head of Marketing Facilities
Marketing Facilities and Quality Division
Ministry of Agriculture
Amman, Jordan
Mobile: (+962-76) 568 6151
Mobile: (+962-77) 727 0149
Fax: (+962-6) 569 3902
Email: ahed.q@moa.gov.jo,
qudahahed@yahoo.com
Ms. Basmaa Al-Manasir  
Head of National Agricultural Information System  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 9069565  
Email: mbasma_65@hotmail.com

Mr. Awni Shdaifat  
Head,  
Directorate of Al Mafraq Agriculture  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 9059492  
Email: awnikh@yahoo.com

Mr. Hazim Al-Smadi  
Director  
International Cooperation & Trade Agreements  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Amman, Jordan  
Email: Hazim.smadi@gmail.com

Mr. Nayef Al-Rawashdeh  
Adviser to the Secretary-General  
Lands and Irrigation Directorate  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 7695834  
Email: nayefnr@yahoo.com  
Nayef_ALRawashdeh@yahoo.com

Mr. Ziad Obeidat  
Director  
Development Plans & Programs Department  
Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation  
Amman, Jordan  
Tel.: (+962-6) 4657866  
Mobile: (+962-77) 7774026  
Fax: (+962-6) 4649341  
Email: ziad.op@mop.gov.jo

Mr. Mohammad Abdel Kader Al-Assaf  
Key Coordinator  
Development Plans & Programs Department  
Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation  
Amman, Jordan  
Email: mohammad.Al-Assaf@mop.gov.jo

Mr. Mueen Qaryouti  
Deputy Director  
National Center for Agricultural Research & Extension  
Amman, Jordan  
Tel.: (+962-6) 4725071  
Mobile: (+962-77) 7497876  
Fax: (+962-6) 4726099  
Email: qarouti@ncare.gov.jo

Mr. Haitham Hamdan  
Researcher on gardening, vegetables, and post-harvest  
National Center for Agricultural Research & Extension  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5648543  
Email: hamdan1000@yahoo.com  
hamdan@ncare.gov.jo

Ms. Rola Said Rabie  
Nutrition Department  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 7891760  
Email: rabie_rola@yahoo.com

Ms. Tamara Qatarneh  
Director  
Certification Directorate  
Jordan Standards and Metrology Organization  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 7467118  
Email: tqatarneh@jsmo.gov.jo

Ms. Barah Hiary  
Head  
Jordan Quality Mark  
Jordan Standards and Metrology Organization  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 8606908  
Email: barah.hiary@jsmo.gov.jo

Mr. Safa Qaqish  
Consultant on Food Quality and Safety  
Jordan Food and Drug Administration  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 9029184  
Email: safqaqish@ifda.jo
Ms. Hana Al-Kilani  
Nutrition Specialist  
Nutrition Directorate  
Jordan Food and Drug Administration  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 9054459  
Email: hana.kilani@jfda.jo

Mr. Nabil Arar  
Farmer  
Abdallah Arar Farms  
Private Sector/Farmers  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5163129  
Email: nabil@ararfarms.com

Mr. Hasan Abo Sido  
Abou Sido Farms  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5534910  
Email: abuidomh@hotmail.com

Mr. Ahmad Omar  
Ahmad Omar Farm  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5013335  
Email: ahmad@strawberry.com.jo

Mr. Mohammad Ibrahim Hamdan  
Ibrahim Hamdan Farm  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5571645  
Email: hamdanjcpa@yahoo.com

Mr. Abdallah Al-Jaafreh  
Al-thimar Jordanian Cooperative Society Farms / Al-Safi  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 7827888  
Email: hamzahtamimi@yahoo.com

Ms. Amal Obaidat  
Women’s Cooperative Vision Society Farms  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 6727653  
Email: amalobaidat@yahoo.com

Ms. Alia Nsour  
Quality and Hygiene Manager  
Majid Al Futtaim Markets – Carrefour  
Amman, Jordan  
Tel.: (+962-6) 5505800  
Mobile: (+962-77) 0403127

Fax: (+962-6) 5852412  
Email: ansour@mafcarrefour.com

Mr. Thabet Bahaa Haswah  
Retailer  
Majid Al Futtaim Markets – Carrefour  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 0403306  
Email: thaswa@mafcarrefour.com

Mr. Zuhair Jweihan  
Commission President / Farmer  
Jordanian Commission for Exports of Vegetables & Fruits  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-78) 5526288  
Email: Zuhairjweihan@gmail.com

Mr. Abdulrahman Ghaith  
Secretary of the Commission  
Jordanian Commission for Exports of Vegetables & Fruits  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 555655  
Email: ghaith1@orange.jo

Mr. Mohammad Abu Hammour  
Technical Coordinator for Agricultural Projects  
Jordanian Commission for Exports of Vegetables & Fruits  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 6999884  
Email: mabuhammour@yahoo.com

Mr. Rami Al-Sharef  
Deputy Director  
Accreditation and qualification directorate  
Jordanian Agricultural Engineers Association  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 6379571  
Email: ramialsharef@hotmail.com

Ms. Razan Zuayter  
President  
Arab Network for Food Sovereignty  
Founder Member of Arab Group for the Protection of Nature  
Jabal Amman, Amman, Jordan  
Tel.: (+962-6) 5673331  
Mobile: (+962-79) 5552324  
Fax: (+962-6) 5699777  
Email: razan.zuayter@gmail.com
Mr. Asem Abou Aloush  
The National Society for Consumer Protection  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 7890081  
Email: asemhabes@hotmail.com

Mr. Mohammad Al-Dalayin  
Delegate  
Jordanian Farmers Union  
Amman, Jordan  
Tel.: (+962-61) 4204663  
Mobile: (+962-79) 6578083  
Fax: (+962-61) 4204173  
Email: mohammaddal_77@yahoo.com

Mr. Anwar Haddad  
President  
Jordan Dates Association  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-79) 6666212  
Email: p@jodates.org

Mr. Nouh Othman Abdul Karim Abou Hejja  
Technical Assistant Manager  
Al-Ghitha’a Al-Awal Company  
Amman, Jordan  
Mobile: (+962-77) 5126368  
Email: noohah1@yahoo.com

Ms. Nadine Abdelkhaelek  
MoA Food Security Focal Point  
Head of Refrigeration and Packaging Department  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Beirut, Lebanon  
Tel.: (+961-1) 981870 - 981871  
Mobile: (+961-76) 672721  
Fax: (+961-1) 981876  
E-mail: nkhaelek@agriculture.gov.lb

Ms. Rosine Habchy  
Agricultural Engineer  
Plant Protection Department  
Ministry of Agriculture  
Beirut, Lebanon  
Mobile: (+961-71) 113083  
Email: rosinhabchy@hotmail.com

Mr. Bashar Berro  
Engineer/Managing Director  
Royal Farms of Lebanon s.a.r.l.  
Zahle, Bekaa, Lebanon  
Tel.: (+961-8) 800140  
Mobile: (+961-3) 254232  
Fax: (+961-8) 805391  
Email: basharibrahimbero@gmail.com

Mr. Ramzi Abdul Fattah  
Program Manager  
Community Development  
Emkan (NGO)  
Beirut, Lebanon  
Tel.: (+961-1) 8149001/2/3  
Mobile: (+961-3) 347702  
Fax: (+961-1) 814900 – Ext: 128  
Email: ramzi.abdulfattah@emkan.org

Ms. Shashi Sareen  
Consultant  
Bangkok, Thailand  
Mobile: +66 85480 3991  
Email: shashi_sareen@hotmail.com

B. ARAB, REGIONAL, INTERNATIONAL AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Blue Moon Company

Ms. Manal Saleh  
General Manager of Blue Moon LLC  
Cairo, Egypt  
Tel.: (+202) 275 08292  
Mobile: (+2010) 6981 1112  
Fax: (+202) 237 84896  
Email: manal.saleh@bluemoon-eg.com
C. UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

Mr. Ramez Mohammad Salim Othman
Project Manager
Amman, Jordan
Tel.: (+962-6) 5562554
Mobile: (+962-79) 8212086
Fax: (+962-6) 5562663
Email: ramez.othman@fao.org

United Nations Economic & Social Commission for Western Asia (UN-ESCWA)

Ms. Roula Majdalani
Director
Sustainable Development Policies Division (SDPD)
Tel.: (+961-1) 978502
Email majdalani@un.org

Ms. Reem Nejdawi
Chief, Food and Environment Policies Section (FEPS)/SDPD
Tel.: (+961-1) 978578
E-mail: nejdawi@un.org

Mr. Fidele Byiringiro
Economic Affairs Officer (EAO)
FEPS/SDPD
Tel.: (+961-1) 978519
Email: byiringiro@un.org

Ms. Mona Fattah
Associate Project Coordinator, NO-B
FEPS/SDPD
Tel.: (+961-1) 978437
Email: fattahm@un.org

Mr. Kamil Hamati
Research Assistant
FEPS/SDPD
Tel.: (+961-1) 978560
E-mail: hamatik@un.org